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SI: Good evening, and welcome to tonight's event. Please fill out the top of the page titled “Score Sheet”.
This is a Question and Answer (Q&A) type car rallye, so please take your time and read everything given to
you carefully. There will be a rallye school at 7:00 p.m.; if you would like to find out more on how to run this
event, and we usually give one or two gimmicks away so attending is worth your time. There are no
gimmicks whatsoever on the above paragraph. END SI.
DEFINITIONS (any word not defined takes on its dictionary definition)
After: Beyond the indicated landmark.
At: As close to the indicated sign or landmark as possible.
Encounter: Drive upon.
INT: An intersection where exactly two differently named roadway names are posted.
Intersection: A meeting of roadways where you may proceed in more than one direction excluding a U.
L: A turn to the left.
Number: One or more digits, set off by spaces.
Opp: An opportunity to turn.
ORI: Optional Route Instruction.
R: A turn to the right.
S: Continue straight through an intersection.
See: Observe within 150 feet at an INT.
Signal: An INT with at least one multicolored electric traffic control device.
Stop: An eight sided red & white sign which controls your progress on the route.
T: An intersection where two roadways meet to form the capital letter T, approached up the stem.
Turn: A change in your direction of travel of approximately 90 degrees at an intersection.
U: A 180 degree change in your direction of travel.
ROUTE – All roadways used will be paved and public. Continue as straight as possible unless instructed
otherwise. We have been informed some rallyeists have been speeding and improperly using a spotlight, so
you are to assume that The Rallye Club turkey is going to drive directly in front of your car all night. To help
you remember this, assume that the rallyemaster has put a sign on your dash board that reads, "Watch out
for Winchester The Rallye Club turkey; he is just in front of you in a Sunbeam Alpine". Because we are in
Wonderland, never drive on or past a Shamrock as it is bad luck and will lower your score!
CPS (Checkpoints) – To enter a CP pull behind the stopped car (identified by the usual√ '•' sign) and give
your scoresheet to the first available worker. They may or may not give you an instruction, so make sure
you say "I'm a turkey too!" to get one. There is not a valid CP at the start.
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SIGNS – Use only governmental or rallyemaster erected signs for instructions, but you may use any other
type of signs to answer Q's. You will never have to look behind you to see any sign. Except for an
occasional (humorous?) remark, all information in parentheses is for helping you along the route and there
are no gimmicks on any information contained in parentheses. There are no gimmicks based on spacing or
capitalization. Consider that defined terms do not appear on signs. The words road, drive, way, and their
abbreviations and block, numbers and arrows do not exist on signs. When quotation marks are used in an
RI (or RI part), the entire quoted text must be present on a valid sign to execute that RI (or RI part). Do not
split words. Do not consider the surface of the road or papers given to you by rallye personnel to be signs.
ORDER OF PRECEDENCE – If two or more instructions of different precedence can be executed at the
same time and place do the one of higher precedence first.
1. The Law is the highest in the order of precedence, of course!
2. The Rallyemasters – we are the next best thing to the law.
3. SI (Special Instructions) – There are never any gimmicks on SIs! SIs found on the RI pages come into effect
as indicated by the SI. SIs found elsewhere are in effect when received.
4. GI (General Instructions) – These are the playing rules for the rallye and are in effect when received.
5. TURKEYS - These are instructions that you are given at CPs tonight. They come into effect when received
and are in effect until deleted.
6. NOTES - These are the instructions labeled Note found on your RI pages. Each note comes into effect when
you have completed the RI that immediately precedes it on the page, and is to be complied with whenever
possible and until the NOTE is deleted.
7. RIS (Route Instructions) - RIs are the numbered instructions found the RI pages. RIs come into effect in
ascending numerical order. When an RI contains the word ORI (Optional Route Instruction) it is to be
executed by completing which ever part can be validly executed first, and then canceling the remaining
part(s).
8. Go as straight as possible
9. U
QUESTIONS - Questions are found on your RI pages and are labeled by aQ. Questions are not
instructions, but are scoring devices. Look for the answer to each Question only following the execution of
the RI that most immediately precedes it on that RI page and until you complete the RI that succeeds it.
Neatly print the answer for each Question in the correspondingly numbered space on your scoresheet. If a
Question is otherwise unanswerable, then print "I'm late, I'm late" for that Question. If an answer for a
Question is a number greater than 10 then consider that the only answer to that Question to be "Gobble,
Gobble".
MISCELLANEOUS - The finish is at The Garrett 1777 S Bascom Ave. in Campbell (408) 559-7930. The
finish will open at 10:00 PM and will close at 11:00 PM. If you wish to protest an answer please do so by
writing what you think is the correct answer to the Question and your reason why. Make sure you include
you car number, class, and the Question in dispute.
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SI - TO BEGIN RALLYE GO RIGHT OUT OF THE PARKING LOT ON OLD
MIDDLEFIELD, CONTINUE ON US 101. EXIT AT LAWRENCE EXPWY
SOUTH. L ON BENTON (after El Camino overpass). L ON POMEROY. BEGIN
WORKING ON RI #1 END SI.
1. R AT EL SOBRANTE
NOTE A - R AT ALL OTHERWISE UNINSTRUCTED T'S.
2. S AT VIA DONDERA
3. L AT ALPINE
Q #1 What are the roadway names at the first INT you approach?
(Hint: what might cause you be at a different intersection?)
4. R AT FRESNO
5. L AT KIELY
Q #2 What color is the signal at El Camino and Kiely? (Hint: what is a signal?)
6. R ON WARBURTON (SI: Warburton is the 1st signal after El Camino. END
SI)
7. S AT WADE, THEN R FIRST OPP
NOTE B - L ON OSWALD, AND THEN L AT T
Q #3 What are the roadway names at the third different INT you approach?
8. R AT BOWERS
9. R ON "CABRILLO" -ORI- R AT MONROE
Q #4 What street(s) do you see which have the same name as former US
president(s)?
(please list them in order)
10. R ON LOS PADRES
NOTE C - R ON GENEVIEVE
11. S AT CASTRO
12. R FIFTH OPP
13. L AT GRAHAM -ORI- R AT CRACKER
Q #5 What are the roadway names at the first INT you approach?
14. R AT LOS PADRES
SI - DELETE NOTE A AND NOTE B -END SI.
Q #6 What are the colors on the 7 eleven store sign?
NOTE D - L AT ALL OTHERWISE UNINSTRUCTED T'S.
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15. R AT STARR -ORI- L AT HARRISON -ORI- S AT McCARTNEY -ORI- U AT
LENNON
16. R FIRST INT
Q #7 How many different girls first names do you see on Roadway signs?
17. L AT T
18. R AT SCOTT
19. R AT HOMESTEAD
Q #8 Do you see sunlite before sunset?
20. L ON SAN TOMAS
21. L ON PRUNERIDGE
22. L ON SARATOGA
Q #9 How many ducks do you encounter?
Q #10 What is the speed limit when children are present?
23. R AT "COUNTRY TOWN" -ORI- R AT NEWHALL
Q #11 What are the roadway names at the first INT you approach?
24. R ON NEWHALL -ORI- S AT MARIA
SI- AT WINCHESTER, GO R ON WINCHESTER. L ON MOORPARK (ABOUT
1.4 MILES) R ON MONROE. DELETE NOTE D. END SI.
25. L FIRST INT
NOTE E - R AT ALL OTHERWISE UNINSTRUCTED T'S.
Q #12 What are the roadway names at the second intersection you approach?
26. R AT CLIFTON
SI - DELETE NOTE C. (Checkpoint ahead) END SI.
Q #13 How many Speed limit signs did you pass? (not down side roads)
27. L ON BAYWOOD
28. L AT WESTFIELD
29. R AT CENTRAL
Q #14 How many "Stop" signs do you see?
30. S AT HAMILTON
Q #15 In what business is the not heavy home?
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Q #16 Did you see a fat street?
31. R AT LATIMER
32. L AT THIRD
33. L AT GRANT
34. R AT FIRST ST
Q #17 Did you pass “Civic Center”?
35. R AT RINCON
36. L AT WINCHESTER
Q #18 Do you see "Joseph Gomes Park"?
37. L AT ALICE, THEN R AT T
38. L AT INDUSTRIAL
39. L AT KENNEDY
Q #19 How many INT's do you encounter?
40. R AT SAM CAVA
Q #20 What kind of station did you find?
SI- AT CAMPBELL, GO R ON CAMPBELL, L ON BASCOM, L ON CAMPISI, GO
RIGHT INTO THE GARRETT PARKING LOT. THE RALLYE IS OVER!

Welcome to the Checkpoint. You should be working on RI # 27. We hope you
are enjoying the Rallye. Oh, by the way. Winchester the Rallye Club turkey just
played a little trick on you. He has crossed the wiring in your vehicles turn
signals. So that a L now makes you go to the right and a R now makes you go to
the left. L first Opp.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Welcome to the Checkpoint. You should be working on RI # 27. We hope you
are enjoying the Rallye. Oh, by the way. Winchester the Rallye Club turkey just
played a little trick on you. He has crossed the wiring in your vehicles turn
signals. So that a L now makes you go to the right and a R now makes you go to
the left. L first Opp.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Welcome to the Checkpoint. You should be working on RI # 27. We hope you
are enjoying the Rallye. Oh, by the way. Winchester the Rallye Club turkey just
played a little trick on you. He has crossed the wiring in your vehicles turn
signals. So that a L now makes you go to the right and a R now makes you go to
the left. L first Opp.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Your fearless Rallyemasters have got Winchester to fix his little trick and, now
your turn signals are working correctly.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Your fearless Rallyemasters have got Winchester to fix his little trick and, now
your turn signals are working correctly.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Your fearless Rallyemasters have got Winchester to fix his little trick and, now
your turn signals are working correctly.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SI - Congratulations. Delete any turkeys in effect. End SI.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SI - Congratulations. Delete any turkeys in effect. End SI.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SI - Congratulations. Delete any turkeys in effect. End SI.
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QUESTION #1
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - PACHECO/FRESNO
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - ALPINE/FRESNO
The generals stated under the section labeled 'route' that the rallyemaster put a sign on your dash that
contained the word "Alpine" and that was a valid sign (signs were either governmental or rallyemaster
erected). Thus you could turn early at Pacheco St. instead of waiting until you reached the real Alpine.
QUESTION #2
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - I'M LATE, I'M LATE
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - BLACK OR GRAY
Look at the definition of what a signal was and you will see that a signal is an INT with at least one electrically
operated traffic control device. So you could not answer the Question since you never found a valid INT
because at El Camino the INT was not valid because there were THREE posted streets there, Kiely, El
Camino, and Bowers. So, if your answer is "I'm late I'm late" you get +20, if you were semi smart you put the
actual color of the surface of the road (either black or gray) for 1/2 credit.
QUESTION #3
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - BARKLEY & LARSON
10 POINTS -1/2 CREDIT - WADE & BARKLEY
The Generals said "…never drive on or past a Shamrock as it is bad luck and you will lower your score".
When you approached Shamrock you were looking for someplace to execute the second part of RI # 7 "then
R first OPP". Since you could not drive on Shamrock you made a U turn as if it was a dead end. You then did
your R first Opp at Wade and started counting INTs to answer the question "What are the roadway names at
the third DIFFERENT INT you come to?" Well you went to the T intersection of Wade and Barkley and
went R at T as per NOTE A and found Shamrock again and made another U, since you could not drive on
Shamrock and came back counting INTs. But, you were looking for Different INTs so you could not count
Wade and Barkley as your third INT and instead went to Barkley & Larson for the answer to the Question.
(You did well if you got full credit on this one!). The 1/2 credit answer is if you got everything, but forgot to
count your third different INT.
QUESTION #4:
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - MONROE & ROOSEVELT
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - HOOVER & COOLIDGE
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - ONLY MONROE OR ROOSEVELT
5 POINTS - 1/4 CREDIT - ONLY HOOVER OR COOLIDGE
When " " are used it refers to a sign, when used with 'on' as in the first part of RI 9 it required you to turn
upon the sign. So you had a flawed RI part which could never be done, (unless you actually turned on the sign,
in which case I disclaim all responsibility for the damage to your car) so you should have executed the other
RI part at Monroe. Then we hope you recalled what you should have learned in grade school. (And no,
Gallup hasn’t actually been president, though he might’s well be, sometimes…)
QUESTION #5
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - GRAHAM & FATJO
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - THOMPSON & GRAHAM
The answer to this Q was achieved by turning early for RI #12 because the definition of OPP was "An
opportunity to turn" so you could count OPPs in either direction and by counting Royal drive as an OPP you
turned early at Warburton (did you notice that there was a "NOT A THROUGH" sign that was inaccurate?)
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QUESTION #6
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - I'M LATE, I'M LATE
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - RED, GREEN, & WHITE
Look in your Generals at the paragraph about signs and you will find that numbers did not exist on signs so
the sign read "Eleven" not "7 - Eleven" and hence the Question was not answerable.
QUESTION #7
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - 1 (DENISE)
15 POINTS – 3/4 CREDIT – 4 (ALICE, DENISE, DIANNE, AND LAUREL)
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - 3 (DENISE, DIANNE, AND LAUREL)
Maybe you patted yourself on your back about catching the above gimmick about numbers not existing on
signs. Well did you also notice that "Block" did not exist so when you were looking for an INT to execute RI
#16 you found an unnamed street (Block and Drive did not exist on signs) so it did not ;qualify as an INT so
straight to Alice to try to execute RI #16. Except that for full credit, you turned for Alice because of the
statement in the Generals to “turn right on Alice” and turned right on Denise for RI #16. And then you did
RI #17 at Block, which is OK because turns don’t have to be at INTs. You get 3/4 for catching Block but
missing Alice.
QUESTION #8
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - NO
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - YES or I'M LATE, I'M LATE
To "see" something you must be at an INT, and the intersection were "Sunlite" occurred was not an INT
because there were three posted street names with Homestead, Sunlite, and Enright, as well as Homestead,
Sunset, and Blossom.
QUESTION #9
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - ZERO
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - 3 OR 4
Did you drive over any ducks?. That's what you had to do to encounter any! If you insist that you did, you
must show us the road kill for credit.
QUESTION #10
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - Gobble, Gobble
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - 25
The paragraph in the GIs about answering Q's stated that if the answer to a Q is a number and is greater than
10 then you were you record “Gobble, Gobble” as the answer.
QUESTION #11:
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - RITA & JUANITA
15 POINTS - 3/4 CREDIT - PAULA & TOWN COUNTRY
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - PAULA & TOWN AND COUNTRY
You execute the RI part "R at Country Town" early at the premarker down Juanita. No, there’s nothing that
requires the words be in the same order. If you did not catch the above, you still had one more gimmick to
catch for a few redemption points if you notice that at the first INT on Town & Country the sign read "Town
Country" with no AND or & . If you found that you got 5 more points than the others. By the way there are
five T & C street signs and none are the same.
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QUESTION #12
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - GENEVIEVE & WILLIAMS
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - NEAL & DANIEL
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - NEAL & GENEVIEVE
In the Generals in the paragraph about signs it stated that defined terms did not exist on signs. When you got
to ORI Ave. you again found an invalid INT so straight and execute your RI at Neal. You then did 'NOTE C R on Genevieve' and answered your Q at Genevieve and Williams. You get 1/2 credit if you forgot to do
NOTE C. You also get 1/2 credit if you did not get the ORI gimmick but remembered the NOTE.
CHECKPOINT # 1 = 70 POINTS
This was your first chance to go into the Checkpoint.
CHECKPOINT # 2 = 10 POINTS
If you said "I'm a turkey too!" you got some extra points!
CHECKPOINT # 3 = 20 POINTS (Second visit to the checkpoint!)
You received turkeys at the checkpoint that said L first OPP. But, it also stated that the Rallye club turkey
played a trick on you causing you to turn right instead of left. So off you went going R many times back into
the Checkpoint.
CHECKPOINT # 4 = 10 POINTS (Third visit to the checkpoint!!)
You received another turkey instruction that told you that the Rallyemaster fixed the trick that the Rallye
club turkey played on you. Well that's fine, but, you still had a turkey telling you that you were to turn L first
OPP so many lefts back around and returning to the Checkpoint.
CHECKPOINT # 5 = 10 POINTS (Did they gobble?)
You were asked what the age of the driver was. If you said “Gobble, Gobble,” then you got 10 points.
QUESTION #13
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT – 5
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT – 3 or 4
5 POINTS – 1/4 CREDIT - 2
During the circling of the checkpoint you were making a lot of rights and if you went into the little dead end
streets on Williams by the school you found 2 extra speed limit signs. See it pays if not to get lazy. You got
full credit if you actually started counting when you completed RI 26 instead of waiting until after the
checkpoint to start counting.
QUESTION #14
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - 5
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - 4 or 6
Mostly just checking to see if you can count that high. Not quite 10, though. Dirty, eh?
QUESTION #15
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - LIGHTHOUSE MORTGAGING
No real gimmick here, but there used to be a sign here allowing for one of the worst puns in rallye history.
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QUESTION #16
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - BLANK
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - I'M LATE, I'M LATE
Q's can only be answered when the RI that precedes it on the RI page is executed. There was no RI preceding
it on the page as it was the first item after the heading and therefor could not be brought in to effect, so the
Q could not be answered.
QUESTION #17
10 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - NO
'Street' existed on signs, so at the first St. you found, you could turn which was Second 'st'. You did not see
the Civic Center sign as it was on First St.
QUESTION #18
10 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - NO
Remember you still had the sign on your dash that had the word "Winchester" on it so you could execute the
RI early at Third.
QUESTION #19
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - 1
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - 2
INTs are intersections were you may proceed in more than one direction excluding a U turn so there a
forced turn (wanna be INT) that was invalid.
QUESTION #20
20 POINTS - FULL CREDIT - PAR COURSE (1ST)/BEAUTY
10 POINTS - 1/2 CREDIT - BLANK or I'M LATE, I'M LATE
This was the hardest sign to see on the route it was to the right before the park. If you realized that there
was no following RI to end the Q, and therefor thought the Q was unanswerable you get 1/2 credit.
Perfect Score is 500 points
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CAR #_________ CLASS___________ CAR MODEL__________ COLOR_________
DRIVER__________________________ NAVIGATOR_________________________
ADDRESS________________________ ADDRESS_____________________________
CITY_____________ ZIP___________ CITY_________________ ZIP____________
PHONE_________________________ PHONE______________________________
E-MAIL__________________________ E-MAIL_______________________________
PASSENGERS___________________________________________________________
---------------------------------------------------------------1 ______________________ 11______________________ TB1________________
2 ______________________ 12______________________ TB2________________
3 ______________________ 13______________________ TB3________________
4 ______________________ 14______________________ TB4________________
5 ______________________ 15______________________ TB5________________
6 ______________________ 16______________________ TB6________________
7 ______________________ 17______________________ TB7________________
8 ______________________ 18______________________ TB8________________
9 ______________________ 19______________________ TB9________________
10 ______________________ 20_____________________ TB10_______________
CP 1____________________________

CP 2_______________________________

CP 3____________________________

CP 4_______________________________

CP 5____________________________

CP 6_______________________________

---------------------------------------------------------------Q'S__________________ HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THIS RALLYE?____________
CP'S_________________ WAS IT: TOO LONG ABOUT RIGHT TOO SHORT?
PROTEST_____________ WAS IT: TOO HARD ABOUT RIGHT TOO EASY?
TOTAL_______________ WAS IT: GREAT FUN FUN OK A DRAG?
PLACE________________ ADD ANY COMMENTS ON BACK OF THIS SCORESHEET
–TB_________________
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CAR #_________ CLASS___________ CAR MODEL__________ COLOR_________
DRIVER__________________________ NAVIGATOR_________________________
ADDRESS________________________ ADDRESS_____________________________
CITY_____________ ZIP___________ CITY_________________ ZIP____________
PHONE_________________________ PHONE______________________________
E-MAIL__________________________ E-MAIL_______________________________
PASSENGERS___________________________________________________________
---------------------------------------------------------------PACHECO/FRESNO
RITA & JUANITA
1 __alpine/fresno_______
11__paula & town country____ TB1________________
I'M LATE. I'M LATE
GENEVIEVE & WILLIAMS
2 __black_or_gray_______ 12___neal&danial or gene.____ TB2________________
BARKLEY & LARSON
4
3 __wade_&_barkley_____ 13__2___________________ TB3________________
MONROE & ROOSEVELT
5
4 __hoover&coolidge_____ 14__4 or 6________________ TB4________________
GRAHAM & FATJO
LIGHTHOUSE MORTGAGING
5 __thompson_& graham___ 15______________________ TB5________________
I'M LATE, I'M LATE
BLANK
6 __red. Green & white____ 16__I'm late, I'm late________ TB6________________
4
NO
7 __3__________________ 17_---___________________ TB7________________
NO
NO
8 __yes or I'm late, I'm late___ 18_---___________________ TB8________________
ZERO
1
9 __3 or 4______________ 19__2___________________ TB9________________
GOBBLE, GOBBLE
PAR COURSE(1ST)/BEAUTY
10 __25________________ 20__blank or I'm late, I'm late__ TB10_______________
CP 1___70__ON ROUTE____________

CP 2___10__SAYING__________________

CP 3___10__RETURN_______________ CP 4___10__SECOND RETURN__________
CP 5____________________________

CP 6_______________________________

---------------------------------------------------------------Q'S_______400________ HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THIS RALLYE?____________
CP'S______100 _______ WAS IT: TOO LONG ABOUT RIGHT TOO SHORT?
PROTEST_____________ WAS IT: TOO HARD ABOUT RIGHT TOO EASY?
TOTAL____500________ WAS IT: GREAT FUN FUN OK A DRAG?
PLACE________________ ADD ANY COMMENTS ON BACK OF THIS SCORESHEET
–TB_________________
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SI – There are no gimmicks on this page. END SI.
For each of the following tie-breakers, neatly print your answer in the
correspondingly numbered box on the scoresheet.
TB1: Who wrote the story, “Alice in Wonderland” (pen name)?
TB2: What is true name of the author referred to in TB1?
TB3: Who illustrated the first published version of “Alice”?
TB4: When was it published?
TB5: What year was “Alice”’s author born?
TB6: In what year did he die?
TB7: Pick a number

